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V1A FAX SUBM ITTAL ONLY 

P..E· AB 32 Scoping plan con,ment TWO - Decen,ber ll, 2008 meeting 

Dear Board: 

On October 16, 2008 a comment was sent of which the board should have before tf1em. A comment was also sent to 
the chair of the ETAAC committee chair which the cierk called to inform us she h::is no valid deliver·{ address for .. 

That ierter to Dr. Lloyd made the same points here previously with i:he exception of adding that while Hydrogen car.not 
be tamed :md bottled to be ;old commercially in a bott!e or transferred on a viabl2 scale, or. :he fly use o· it is ideal. 

This letter is to inform the board that work is being completed an our supplemental Engire Control Module which is 
designed for bi-fueling with Hydrogen and to which we are adding a GPS component tha~ we are seekirg to develop in 
conjunction with a major software mzinufacturer for IFTA logging scaled down for personal road tax uses also. 

The reason and purpose of this is because our Hydrogen Generator svstems can be desigr•ed to produce such a 
reduction in Hydrocarbon fuel use, that vehicles can be made to be r~manufactured to run solely on Hydrogen made on 
the fly, and sorne Diesel modes will be able to achieve up to a 90 percert reduction in use of direct Diesel tuel use. 

The corresponding greenhouse gas reductions in these modes is ilTlpressive to put it mildl11• The business model we use 
is to license these systems and not sell them because t:re Clean Air Act still reads [arid VC 27155(c)] chat the OEM is still 
responsible to maintain the acceptable emissions standard as a manufacturer. Much like the early implementation of 
the Clean Air Act, many mechanics want to tamper with the systems, modify them and remove safeties. Also theft of 
these systems became a valid concern a~ prototype units w<:re attempted to be stolen. Through the implementation of 
GPS and a licensing scenario we maintain control over q;.1al1ty con trnl and operation of the unit~ and C:ln cominue to do 
research arid development of units that "ail or malfunction in the field u!timate!·v leading to a more reliable product. 

In the early days of the ~otary Drill bit used for oil explorat ion, Howard Hughes Sr., the inventor, only licensed them so 
he c:ou!d get them back to com inually refine d1e product and 1t led to a vei'y highly re'.'ined science of drilling for oil. 

Californi3 is on the cutti!:g edge of serious modifications to the Clean A.ir Ac.t and ths rechnology must be coordinated 
among various state agencies so as to not disrupt currerit DOT and riighway Vehicle Standards from CAuOT, :FTA, 
NHTSA. DOT.GOV, the N FPA (fire protection sa fety - re: vehicle fueli ng) and the like, so funding is not d isrupted . 

It is also important, and much so, to lirni': or restrict use of fresh water use in these systems by lc1w and design. it would 
QUICKLY put a strain on the fresh wa".er drinking supply, and tr.at is no small matter by millions of gallons diverted. 

Sincerely 

Reginald P. Burgess CEO 

Hydrogenpowercentral.corn 
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